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I N T RO D U C T I O N
The complexity of earthquakes encompasses a broad range of phenomena, such as multiple slip patches, temporal rupture stops or
delays and static or dynamic triggering of nearby fault segments.
Although basic information about source complexity can be gained
from teleseismic data (e.g. by the SCARDEC method of Vallée et al.
2011), more detailed images of the sources require data recorded
at stations with smaller epicentral distances. Recent studies of this
type include, for example, the Mw 6.0 Parkfield 2004 earthquake
(Twardzik et al. 2012), the Mw 7.9 Wenchuan 2008 (Zhang et al.
2012) or the Mw 6.3 L’Aquila 2009 (Cirella et al. 2009). On the contrary, many significant earthquakes are ‘not’ observed under such
favourable conditions. For example, the nearest available stations
operating during the typical complex (double-event) earthquake of
Mw 6.3, Lefkada 2003 (Zahradnı́k et al. 2005) and the Mw 6.3 Movri
Mountain 2008 earthquake (Gallovič et al. 2009) were situated at
near-regional distances of ∼100–200 km. At such distances, only
frequencies lower than ∼0.1 Hz can be modelled deterministically
due to the limited knowledge of the crustal structure. An exception
is the case when crustal structure and earthquake source are simultaneously inverted for, or empirical Green’s functions are used.
Therefore, legitimate questions emerge: (i) Can the space and
time separation between major slip patches (e.g. ∼10–15 km, ∼3–
5 s) be recognized from records at near-regional distances
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(∼100–200 km) and relatively low frequencies (<0.15 Hz) using
multiple point-source models? (ii) Can the source temporal complexity be detected without any finite-fault model? For example,
can the near-regional stations reveal the temporal complexity by
means of single-point source models? These questions are of practical importance mainly in the initial stage of the investigation of an
earthquake (before starting finite-extent source modelling), when
only the centroid-moment-tensor solution (CMT) is available. Answering these questions with regard to the Mw 7.1 (USGS) Van,
Eastern Turkey, earthquake of 2011 October 23, is the purpose of
this paper.
The Van earthquake killed more than 600 people and produced
significant damage in the epicentral area (Carydis et al. 2012;
Erdik et al. 2012; Taskin et al. 2013). The fault rupture properties
were studied soon after the earthquake occurrence using the USGS
finite-fault modelling of Hayes (2011) and teleseismic data, and
by Atzori et al. (2011) using geodetic data (COSMO-SkyMed interferograms). The latter, together with the aftershock distribution,
resolved the ambiguity of nodal planes, identifying the causative
fault with the northwest-dipping nodal plane. Zahradnı́k & Sokos
(2011) reported a preliminary multiple point-source model 9 d after
the event. Although these three studies differ in detail, they share
several main features including the reverse-faulting mechanism, the
moment magnitude well constrained between Mw 7.1 and 7.2 and a
complex rupture composed of a main slip patch near the epicentre
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SUMMARY
The source complexity of the Mw 7.1 (USGS) Van, Eastern Turkey, earthquake of 2011
October 23 is studied using full waveform inversions of seismic records at near-regional
distances (120–220 km) and relatively low frequencies (0.05–0.15 Hz). The study relies on
iterative deconvolution and on a new method in which pairs of point sources on the fault plane
are systematically grid searched, and the moment-rate time functions of the two-point sources
are simultaneously calculated by non-negative least-squares inversion. It is demonstrated on
synthetic and real data that the wavefield in these ranges is sensitive enough to distinguish two
main subevents of the Van earthquake, separated from each other by ∼10–15 km and ∼4 s.
The double-event character of the Van earthquake is indicated even by a simplified singlepoint source model, optimally when the trial-point source is near the earthquake centroid. The
simple indicators of source complexity developed in this paper are useful in practice in the
first hours after an earthquake, when the source position is known only approximately and
finite-fault models of slip evolution are not yet available.

Two-point model of Van 2011 earthquake

In this paper, in addition to ID, we propose a new method to overcome some of the mentioned problems. Both methods are applied
to investigate the possible source complexity of the Van earthquake.
The new method is based on a multiple-point representation of the
source. In particular, in this paper we focus on two-point source
models. All possible pairs of point sources (with a given focal
mechanism) covering the discretized fault plane are systematically
examined, their time functions are ‘simultaneously’ computed for
each member of the pair, and a suite of solutions of equally wellfitting waveforms is extracted. The restriction to two-point models
has several reasons: (i) A two-point model (computed in the frequency range f < 0.15 Hz) is a logical extension of a single-point
(CMT) model (f < 0.001 Hz). (ii) The near-regional station distribution for the Van earthquake (Fig. 1) is far from being ideal,
hence more complicated models (e.g. three-point) would be poorly
constrained. (iii) Empirical studies of Mw 5.7–7.2 earthquakes indicated that the number of major slip patches is small, statistically
just two to three (Somerville et al. 1999).
This paper is structured as follows: First we explain the inversion methods. Then we construct several synthetic source models
and compare the performance of the different methods. Finally, real
waveform data of the Van earthquake are inverted, and the uncertainty of the solution is discussed.

METHODS
In this section we present two methods to retrieve two-point source
models of the Van earthquake. Their common features are as follows: (1) Full observed waveforms (i.e. the whole bandpassed displacement traces, not specific seismic phases) are inverted. 2) The
Green’s functions are calculated using the discrete wavenumber
method (code AXITRA, Kennett & Kerry 1979; Bouchon 1981;
Coutant 1989) using 1-D velocity models as inputs. (3) The match
between the observed and synthetic seismograms is measured using the global variance reduction, VR = 1 − (oi − si )2 / (oi 2 ),
where o and s stand for the observed and synthetic waveforms, and
the summation is performed over stations, components and time
samples.
The fault plane is assumed to be known. As a rule, teleseismic and regional seismic data rarely resolve ambiguity of the two
nodal planes provided by the CMT solution. Finite-fault models
(e.g. those of USGS, but also those constructed in ISOLA) are usually calculated for both nodal planes, but the waveform fit is rarely
significantly better for one of the two planes. Geodetic data represent another important constraint, and exactly this will be the case in
this paper in which we shall rely on the unambiguous determination
of the fault plane by means of InSAR data.
The fault plane is discretized with a set of trial point source
positions. The grid of trial sources always needs some case-by-case
tuning (repeated calculations). A general rule is that calculations
should start from a discretized source region which is larger than
the fault size estimated from empirical relations, mainly because
exact position and geometry of the real fault is a priori not known.
In this paper the source region was selected after preliminary tests
in which the moment release outside the region was found to be
negligible. Distances between gridpoint sources should be of the
order of the distinguishable space separation, or larger. (The latter
issue should not be confused with the necessity of dense sampling
when modelling rupture propagation over a finite fault, which is not
solved in this paper.)
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and a possible smaller patch(es) towards the southwest. Later,
Akinci & Antonioli (2013) made a comprehensive study of the
observed strong ground motions and performed stochastic modelling, which included the above-mentioned gross source features.
Compared to Hayes (2011), Mendoza & Hartzell (2013) identified a
larger along-strike extension of the main slip region. More recently,
Elliott et al. (2013), using InSAR data, proposed a slip-distribution
model clearly composed of two main patches, the centres of which
were separated in the along-strike direction by 10–15 km. This paper aims at obtaining a similar (simple and robust) representation of
the Van earthquake complexity using ‘near-regional’ seismic data.
The robust representation of seismic sources by a small number
of parameters, for example, a few elliptic patches, has proved to be
very useful (Vallée & Bouchon 2004). The ‘multiple point-source’
representation follows the same philosophy, being even simpler.
It is a valid approximation in a relatively low-frequency range.
Each significant slip patch (asperity) is approximated by a point
source, thus the rupture propagation inside the asperity is not resolved at all. However, the major directivity effects of the entire
source are properly represented by the space separations and time
delays between the point sources. Space/time separation between
the individual sources can be distinguished at wavelengths/periods
which are smaller, or at least not much larger than the separation
itself. For example, in this paper we will detect space/time separation of the order of ∼10 km/∼3 s using waves of the shortest
wavelength/period ∼20 km/∼6 s.
Multiple-point source solutions are slowly entering routine seismological processing of large events. For example, a five-point
representation was included in the Global CMT catalogue for the
Mw 9.3 Sumatra 2004 earthquake (Ekström et al. 2012) using the
analysis of Tsai et al. (2005). More recently, Meng et al. (2012)
constructed a two-point model of the Mw 8.6 Sumatra, 2012 main
shock. The multiple double-couple (DC) method represents an important initial stage of the finite-extent fault inversions of Shao et al.
(2011). In these methods the authors ‘simultaneously’ invert for the
moment tensors of the subevents, their positions and time delays, using a kind of global sampling approach. Guilhem & Dreger (2011),
intending to keep the simplicity of single-point source models in
automated moment tensor inversion of large earthquakes, accounted
for the multiplicity of main patches by means of averaged (so-called
quasi-finite-source) Green’s functions.
The ISOLA software (Sokos & Zahradnı́k 2008, 2013) has been
broadly used for single-point source moment-tensor calculations at
local to regional distances. Examples of ISOLA applications include
routine use by the seismological services of Greece and Iran, as well
as research applications (e.g. Adamová et al. 2009; Zahradnı́k et al.
2008a,b,c; Choi & Noh 2010; Fojtı́ková et al. 2010; Kasmolan &
Santosa 2010; Serpetsidaki et al. 2010; Maercklin et al. 2011;
Reinoso 2011; Tan et al. 2011; Agurto et al. 2012; Benetatos et al.
2012; Choi et al. 2012; Nacif 2012; Sokos et al. 2012; Tan 2013).
The uncertainty of the inversions were addressed by Zahradnı́k &
Custódio (2012) and, for volume source components, by Křı́žová
et al. (2013). The ability of ISOLA to successfully retrieve multiplepoint source models from near-regional records, using iterative deconvolution (ID), has been tested by comparisons with finite fault
slip inversion both on synthetic and real data (Zahradnı́k & Gallovič
2010; Gallovič & Zahradnı́k 2011, 2012). Serious artefacts were detected in the latter papers when studying bilateral ruptures. Moreover, the ID method shows problems related to the ‘successive’ retrieval of the point sources. Indeed, the first-point source is searched
in a way to provide an optimum approximation of the entire waveform, which is obviously a strong simplification.
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For stability, we seek point sources with the same prescribed
DC mechanism, found from a previous CMT solution. The methods will provide the possible positions of the two sources, their
scalar moments and rupture times. The inversion methods will be
fully unconstrained as regards rupture propagation. The rupture is
not assumed to propagate from the location-based hypocentre, and
the rupture speed is not prescribed (for reasons, see Gallovič &
Zahradnı́k 2011, 2012).
No artificial trace alignment is applied to formally improve the
waveform match. Making station-dependent time-shifts between
‘complete’ real and synthetic seismograms, in order to improve
their fit, is basically incorrect. See also p. 2762 in Zahradnı́k et al.
(2008b). Station-dependent formal time-shifts, applied to complete
bandpass filtered seismograms, may even bias the source model. If
the purpose of the shift is to compensate for mislocation and/or imprecise velocity model, it should be applied differently to different
wave groups (e.g. P, S, Lg). Such shifts would only be acceptable
if systematically derived for each source–station pair, based on a
previous study of calibration events. The only allowed application
of a time-shift of the whole waveform is the case of missing (or
grossly wrong) absolute timing of the record. We can then align the
observed first arrival with the calculated arrival time according to
the event location. The latter will be applied in this paper at one
station.

Iterative deconvolution (ID)
This method was introduced by Kikuchi & Kanamori (1991)
for teleseismic distances and later modified for local-to-regional

distances (Zahradnı́k et al. 2005; Sokos & Zahradnik 2008). The
position of the first-point source (subevent) is grid searched among
the trial source positions on the fault plane. Its rupture time is found
by temporal grid search. The grid search is controlled by the match
between the observed and synthetic waveforms, using the L2 norm.
In general, the focal mechanism at each gridpoint is calculated by
the least-squares method, but in this paper it will be kept fixed, as
mentioned above. The synthetic point-source contribution of the
first subevent is then calculated and subtracted from the original
waveforms, that is, the residual waveforms are constructed and a
next subevent is searched analogously. For a mathematical description, see the Appendix.
The time function of each subevent (the moment-rate function)
is assumed to be a triangle whose duration is close to the expected
duration of the whole earthquake. The specific choice of the duration
of the subevent can be tuned in preliminary experiments in which
it is varied and the VR and the total seismic moment (Mo ) are
monitored. As a rule, if the duration of the subevent in the multiplepoint source inversion is too small, we obtain low VR and low
Mo . As the triangle duration increases, Mo increases, and VR also
increases up to a certain (optimum) value. If the duration is increased
further, Mo still increases, but VR starts to decrease. Preliminary
tests, ran specifically for the purpose of this paper, suggested a
triangle duration of 10 s.
When successively building multiple-point source solutions by
ID, the first subevent is in general the largest. The subevent moments
then basically decrease (the total moment steadily increases), and
the match between observed and synthetic seismograms improves.
The process converges, but small subevents are of limited significance (their position and time are unstable). One cannot completely
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Figure 1. The near-regional source–station configuration near the Van Lake, Eastern Turkey. Strong-motion stations of the Turkish network, used in this paper,
are marked by triangles. The ‘beachball’ denoted ‘this study’ and the centroid (asterisk) are taken from our previous investigation. The centroid-moment-tensor
solutions calculated by the other two agencies are also included.

Two-point model of Van 2011 earthquake
Table 1. Seismic stations used.
Station ID
6503
1206
1211
1302
0401
4901
5601

Lat.

(◦ N)

38.99011
39.29345
38.96616
38.47440
39.71978
38.76111
37.91200

Lon.

(◦ E)

43.76302
41.00883
41.05040
42.15913
43.01640
41.50394
41.93100

Instrument

Location

SMACH
CMG-5T
CMG-5T
CMG-5T
CMG-5T
CMG-5T
CMG-5T

Van–Muradiye
Bingöl–Karliova
Bingöl–Solhan
Bitlis–Merkez
Ağri–Merkez
Muş–Merkez
Siirt–Merkez

Non-negative least-squares (NNLS) inversion
For a mathematical description, see again the Appendix which explains the method for a general case of an arbitrary number of point
sources (subevents). In this paper we use mainly two-point models, and a few single-point models are presented too. The DC focal
mechanism of the sources is prescribed, as in the ID method. The
source positions are grid searched. We systematically inspect all
possible ‘pairs’ among all gridpoints of the fault plane. At each
space position we represent the moment rate by a prescribed set
of equidistantly shifted isosceles triangles whose duration is 10 s
(same as in the ID method), and we simultaneously invert for the
non-negative weights of the triangles. The positivity constraint on
the weights is applied using the NNLS approach after Lawson &
Hanson (1974). The temporal shift between the triangles depends
on the delay between the individual source episodes we wish to
resolve. In this paper, we wish to resolve 3–5 s delays, thus we use
1-s shifts. The number of triangles is given by the time window
in which the whole source process takes place. In this paper, again
after preliminary tests, we study an interval of 11 s, hence we use 12
triangles. Such a relatively small number of the triangles and their
overlap favour the inversion stability, no additional regularization
being needed. In general, one triangle dominates each space position, and its time will be later colour-coded in the plots and reported
in the numerically tabulated results.
We encoded the method in a flexible way enabling various applications: (i) The focal mechanisms at different space positions
may differ from each other. (ii) The temporal intervals in which
rupture occurs can be defined differently at each source position.
(iii) Scalar moments at individual point positions or total moment
can be prescribed (constrained). Because this paper is restricted to
two-point models we use the simplest parametrization: the same
DC mechanism and the same temporal interval are used for both
sources, and no constraints are applied to seismic moment.
EXPERIMENT SETUP
The Van earthquake is studied using the accelerograph stations
of the National Strong Motion Network of Turkey, see Fig. 1
and Table 1. The centroid position (38.689◦ N 43.351◦ E, depth
10 km) and focal mechanism (strike 246◦ , dip 52◦ , rake 75◦ ), determined in a single-point source approximation from regional stations

(330–1290 km) at very low frequencies (0.005–0.010 Hz), were calculated using ISOLA and discussed elsewhere (Ameri et al. 2012).
The fault plane examined in this paper has the same strike and dip
as that of the northwest-dipping nodal plane, and passes through the
centroid. Such a plane also encompasses the hypocentre (38.716◦ N,
43.42◦ E, depth 10 km) calculated using the NonLinLoc method
(Lomax et al. 2000) and near-regional stations. This means that
the studied earthquake model is ‘H–C consistent’. The concept of
the H–C (Hypocentre–Centroid) consistency has been introduced
and its limitations have been discussed in Zahradnı́k et al. (2008a).
We emphasize that the dip angles of the studied earthquake are not
favourable for the H–C method, and it would be very difficult to
rule out also the second nodal plane. The main unambiguous identification of the fault plane with the north-dipping nodal plane is
that of Elliott et al. (2013). The above-mentioned H–C consistency
is simply a useful posterior confirmation of the correctly chosen
plane.
The source inversion is performed on a 7 × 7 grid of trial source
positions on the fault (5 × 5 km along strike and along dip). This
choice was determined in preliminary tests as a good compromise
between two requirements: covering a sufficiently large fault region
and having a satisfactory spatial resolution.
Two 1-D velocity models relevant for the studied region (Models 1 and 2) are shown in Fig. 2. Model 2 with a low-velocity layer at
a depth of 8–22 km was proposed by R. Gök (personal communication, 2010). Model 1 is a simpler model without such low-velocity
layer; we use this basic model in most inversions presented in this
paper. Also contained in Fig. 2 is Model 3 (Novotný et al. 2001), not
related to the studied region; it is used as an example of a highly perturbed velocity structure to assess the stability of the tests presented
in this paper.
The inversion relies on full displacement waveforms, bandpassed
between 0.05 and 0.15 Hz. One of the analysed issues is the presence/absence of the nearest-to-fault station (6503), because this
station had technical problems (explained later).

SYNTHETIC TESTS
Synthetic test 1
In this (basic) synthetic test we assume two-point sources separated
from one another in space and time by 15 km and 3 s, respectively.
The moment-rate of each source is a 10-s triangle. We solve the
forward problem for the two-point sources and invert the synthetic
seismograms into two-point source models as if they were real data.
The velocity distribution is described by Model 1, both in the forward and inverse problem (inversion with exact Green’s functions).
The tests make use of both methods, ID and NNLS.
We consider two scenarios, called Cases A and B (Fig. 3). The
point sources of each input model are prescribed at the same positions (fault grid positions 17 and 20). Their triangular time functions
are centred at 33 and 36 s relative to an arbitrary reference time t = 0.
In both cases, the first event is larger than the other (moments 2e19
and 1e19 Nm). The first one is also always earlier, and it is located
either at position 20 (Case A) or 17 (Case B). Two station configurations are studied: (i) all stations of Fig. 1, that is, with station
6503, or (ii) without station 6503. The circle radii in the plots are
proportional to the subevent moments (i.e. they do not represent the
subevent’s space extent), and they are colour-coded according to
rupture time.
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rule out that the first subevent will be smaller than the second one,
but this is a rare occurrence. If the source is composed of very wellseparated patches of a comparable moment, the first step of ID may
partially fit the complete seismogram almost equally well by the
first or second patch. As an example, see the Lefkada earthquake
(Zahradnı́k et al. 2005; their table 3), where the patches were separated from one another by 40 km and 14 s. The same occurred in
synthetic test 3, presented later in this paper (left column of Fig. 5b).
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Synthetic tests 2 and 3
Figure 2. Velocity models used in this study. Most waveform inversions are
made with Model 1. Models 2 and 3 serve for examining the stability of the
solution. For details, see the main text.

We begin with the ID inversion. As seen from Fig. 3(b) the two
largest subevents in the ID solution agree with the input model
when station 6503 is used; this is true for both Cases A and B.
Once station 6503 is omitted in Fig. 3(c), the ID results disagree
with the input model. In Case A, the omitted station 6503 is in the
‘forward direction’. By ‘forward direction’ we mean the direction
from the first subevent towards the second one; the term does not
reflect any rupture propagation, because only point sources are used;
the term is used merely to reflect the space–time order of the two
events. In Case A, the ID solution is biased in such a way that the

Test 2 (Fig. 4) is similar to Test 1. It again has two scenarios (Case
A and B), but the first, early subevent, in both scenarios, is weaker.
The results are very similar to Test 1, but not identical, because the
source–station configuration is not symmetrical. Test 3 (Fig. 5) is
a simple simulation of a symmetrical bilateral rupture. In Case A
of Test 3, the input model consists of just two sources of the same
moment and timing. In Case B a third (smaller and earlier) additional
source is added in between the two main sources. In both cases two
sources are dominant, thus one might expect good performance of
the two-point inversion. Indeed, the results of Test 3, Case A, are
satisfactory for all methods. However, the results of Case B, are
more complicated. The ID inversion with station 6503 is worse
than in Tests 1 and 2. A spurious dominance of the subevent in the
centre of the model appears and is in agreement with the artefacts
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subevents are shifted apart, and their timing is almost the same. In
Case B—omission of station 6503—which is now in the ‘backward
direction’—the inversion result is even worse. The two sources in
the ID solution collapse (merge) into a single large one, at point 18
(time 34 s), which is a point completely absent in the input model.
As the next step we repeat the same two scenarios, but invert
the synthetic waveforms using the NNLS method (Figs 3d and
e). In contrast to ID, this method provides a suite of solutions,
because it is based on grid search. All two-point couples among
the 49 trial positions are systematically tested. The couples are
denoted X + Y, where X and Y vary from 1 to 49; there are 1176
couples, when X + X and Y + X = X + Y are omitted. The largest
value of the VR is determined (VRopt) and the range of acceptable
solutions is defined, characterized by VR ranging from 0.98 VRopt
to VRopt, presented in Tables 2 and 3. The option of the 98 per cent
threshold is arbitrary, but kept fixed; in this way we obtain a relative
comparison of the studied models. The 98 per cent threshold is
a suitable option because it clearly demonstrates the differences
between the various scenarios in Tables 2 and 3. For plotting we
choose the NNLS solutions characterized by VRopt only (these
might be non-unique); such an option keeps the plots well readable.
As seen in Fig. 3(d), if station 6503 is employed, we obtain just a
single solution with VRopt = 1 both in Cases A and B, and this is
the exact solution (the same as the input model, in terms of moments
and timing). If station 6503 is omitted, the situation is different. We
obtain 5 and 26 acceptable solutions in Cases A and B, respectively
(Table 2). The optimum solution VRopt = 1 is unique and exact
(points 17 and 20) in Case A, but it is non-unique in Case B. Three
couples are characterized by VRopt = 1, namely, 17 + 20, 17 + 19
and 16 + 19. This is an important example that more than one
solution can generate a perfect data fit. Colour-coded in the graphic
presentation of the NNLS result at each participating point source is
the time of the dominant moment-rate triangle. The couple 17 + 20
is the exact solution; the other two are spatially close, but biased in
their moments (Table 2).
The conclusion is simple: Although the studied station network
is far from being dense and homogeneous in azimuths, the configuration with station 6503 is satisfactory. Both ID and NNLS provide
correct solutions. If station 6503 is omitted, the ID solution is incorrect. At the same time the NNLS solution is non-unique, but
the best-fitting solutions include the correct one (i.e. they return
the input model). In this sense the NNLS method represents a clear
improvement compared to the ID method. Note also the increased
VRopt value of the NNLS results compared to ID.

Two-point model of Van 2011 earthquake
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Figure 3. Synthetic test 1: two-point source models, in which circle radii are proportional to the scalar moment, and the colour refers to the rupture time.
(a) Input models used to calculate synthetic seismograms. (b) Inversion using iterative deconvolution (ID method) and all stations of Fig. 1. (c) The ID inversion
without station 6503. (d) Inversion using the NNLS method and all stations of Fig. 1. (e) The NNLS inversion without station 6503; for the association of the
early and late subevents in the right-hand panel, different line styles are used; see also Table 2. The left- and right-hand columns correspond to Case A and
Case B, in which the point sources of the input model are ‘switched’ in the space–time order resembling fault rupturing towards and away from station 6503,
respectively. Trial source positions are marked by diamonds, their numbering is explained in the top two panels. The sources participating in the solution are
marked by the numbered squares. The variance reduction appears in the top left corner of each panel.
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Table 2. Results of synthetic-data inversion by the NNLS method (Test 1, case B of Fig. 3).
Source
model

Velocity
model

VR range of
acceptable
solutions
(0.98–1.00) × VRopt

Number of
acceptable
solutions

Moment range of
acceptable solutions
(1.0e20 Nm)

Positions
X or X + Y
with VRopt

Moment
X or X + Y
(1.0e20 Nm)

Time
X or X + Y
(s)

Moment
ratio Y/X

With station 6503
Single

1

0.82–0.84

1

0.29

17

0.290

33

–

Double

1

0.98–1.00

2

0.31–0.33

17 + 20

0.208 + 0.104

33 + 37

0.50

Double

2

0.86–0.88

2

0.40–0.41

17 + 12
17 + 19

0.268 + 0.138
0.258 + 0.150

34 + 38
34 + 38

0.52
0.58

Double

3

0.67–0.68

2

0.51–0.62

15 + 19

0.325 + 0.296

37 + 40

0.91

Without station 6503
1

0.93–0.95

1

0.34

18

0.340

34 + 36

–

Double

1

0.98–1.00

26

0.29–0.45

17 + 20
17 + 19
16 + 19

0.208 + 0.105
0.169 + 0.157
0.166 + 0.202

33 + 36
33 + 36
32 + 35

0.50
0.93
1.12

Double

2

0.90–0.92

9

0.36–0.53

18 + 13
18 + 12

0.359 + 0.179
0.326 + 0.202

36 + 40
35 + 39

0.50
0.61

Double

3

0.65–0.66

8

0.58–0.89

9+3
17 + 11

0.581 + 0.212
0.405 + 0.193

35 + 39
37 + 41

0.36
0.48

Moment range of
acceptable solutions
(1.0e20 Nm)

Positions
X or X + Y
with VRopt

Moment
X or X + Y
(1.0e20 Nm)

Time
X or X + Y
(s)

Moment
ratio Y/X

Table 3. Results of real-data inversion by the NNLS method.
Source
model

Velocity
model

VR range of
acceptable
solutions
(0.98–1.00) × VRopt

Number of
acceptable
solutions

Single

1

0.30–0.31

2

0.20–0.22

25

0.203

34

–

Double

1

0.45–0.46

2

0.35–0.42

24 + 19

0.178 + 0.177

32 + 35

0.99

Double

2

0.42–0.43

4

0.34–0.47

25 + 20
32 + 20
24 + 19

0.256 + 0.155
0.318 + 0.151
0.179 + 0.157

35 + 39
35 + 39
33 + 36

0.60
0.47
0.88

Double

3

0.36–0.37

7

0.49–0.61

17 + 11
16 + 18

0.302 + 0.307
0.285 + 0.210

35 + 41
34 + 38

1.01
0.74

Single

1

0.42–0.43

2

0.26–0.35

17

0.348

32

–

Double

1

0.49–0.50

19

0.37–0.55

25 + 13
24 + 20
25 + 20
25 + 21
32 + 21

0.219 + 0.154
0.257 + 0.184
0.235 + 0.152
0.246 + 0.149
0.239 + 0.201

33 + 37
33 + 37
33 + 38
34 + 38
34 + 38

0.70
0.71
0.65
0.61
0.84

Double

2

0.49–0.5

4

0.41–0.47

25 + 13
25 + 20

0.199 + 0.269
0.225 + 0.194

34 + 37
34 + 39

1.35
0.86

Double

3

0.43–0.44

3

0.66–0.89

17 + 11
17 + 12

0.357 + 0.303
0.462 + 0.290

36 + 41
36 + 41

0.85
0.63

With station 6503

Without station 6503

of the symmetrical bilateral ruptures discussed by Zahradnı́k &
Gallovič (2010). The NNLS solution with station 6503 (Fig. 5d,
right-hand side) correctly identifies the position and timing of the
two major subevents, but their moments are overestimated. If station
6503 is omitted (Fig. 5e, right-hand side) we have three best-fitting
NNLS solutions (VRopt = 0.98). Two of them are biased, while one
solution correctly retrieves the position and time of the two major
source positions. Thus the NNLS solution still remains preferable
to ID. The complications of Test 3, described, are related to the fact
that the three-point input model of the source was inverted with

two-point models. The two-point interpretation in this example is
an ‘underparametrization’.
One might be interested in the ‘overparametrization’, too. What
happens if the input model is just a single source (e.g. point 17) and
is interpreted in the same station network and frequency range either
as a one-point or two-point model? We made such a test, but do not
present it here because the result is quite obvious. If inverted by
means of a one-point model, the NNLS method correctly retrieves
the single point. If inverted as a two-point model, the NNLS method
provides many couples of VRopt = 1, in which the true point is
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Figure 4. Synthetic test 2: analogy of Fig. 3, but the earlier rupture is characterized by a smaller moment release.

strongly dominant (those are in fact one-point models). However,
still with VRopt = 1, the NNLS inversion also provides a few
incorrect couples, in which the two false sources have comparable
moments. This is the effect of the ‘overparametrization’ of the
model—the addition of the second point was not necessary, the
single point fitted the data equally well.

Extended analysis of Test 1: single-point sources
Case B of Test 1 (Fig. 3, right-hand side) was investigated in more
detail (Table 2), exactly as the real data will be inverted later. First,
the two-point synthetics were also inverted into a single-point model
by grid searching all trial points of the fault. The term ‘single-point’
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Figure 5. Synthetic test 3: a symmetrical bilateral model. The layout is the same as in Fig. 3. Case A (left-hand side): input model consists of two sources,
characterized by the same moments and same timing. Case B (right-hand side): input model consists of three sources (two as in Case A, a third smaller one,
added in the middle). Synthetic waveforms are inverted into two-point models. The two-point model in the right-hand panel (b), that is the ID inversion with
station 6503 is non-unique. Practically the same subevent was detected at points 15 and 20 (i.e. point 15 in the plot can be substituted by point 20).

model is totally different from the CMT solution, where we used a
low-frequency range (f < 0.001 Hz) in which the entire earthquake
is indeed ‘seen’ at distant stations as a single point. Here we speak
of a single-point approximation at near-regional stations and higher

frequencies (f < 0.15 Hz), that is, the single-point approximation
is an incomplete representation of the source. The importance of
the latter test is in demonstrating that VRopt then drops from 1.0
(in the two-point interpretation) to 0.84 and 0.95, when inverted

Two-point model of Van 2011 earthquake
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with or without 6503, respectively. In other words, the difference
in VR between the single- and two-point model helps to determine
whether the waveforms need a more complex model than a singlepoint source; the one-point model would be an underparametrized
model.
Extended analysis of Test 1: velocity models
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The next tests analysed the effects of inaccurate Green’s functions,
simulating a common situation that in reality the velocity model is
only approximate. The synthetics created in velocity Model 1 are
inverted by the NNLS method as two-point sources in Models 2
and 3 (for the models, see Fig. 2). The results in Table 2 show that
with Model 2 the VRopt value drops from 1.0 to 0.88 and 0.92
for the inversion with and without station 6503, respectively. The
non-uniqueness is again larger if 6503 is omitted (nine acceptable
solutions). Neither of the two best-fitting solutions is correct, but
they are close to the correct solution 17 + 20 in terms of the
position, timing and moments. If Model 3 is applied, the increased
non-uniqueness for the case of station 6503 being omitted is again
evident. The VRopt drops further, and the best-fitting solutions
deviate from the exact solution. Nevertheless, the time delay of ∼3–
4 s between the two sources (the latter shifted in the strike direction)
remains similar to the exact solution.
Altogether the synthetic tests demonstrate that the inversion with
station 6503 is better constrained (although the azimuthal coverage
is still far from being homogeneous). In inverting with 6503, the ID
and NNLS results are relatively close to one another. If inverting
without 6503, the ID solution is incorrect in most synthetic tests we
made. The NNLS solution without station 6503 is non-unique, but
(provided the crustal model is adequate), the NNLS method yields
a/some solution(s) close to the exact one. The tests have also shown
that if the source consists of two patches and is inverted with a onepoint model, the data fit (VR) is poor. On the contrary, if the input
model consists of three major patches, its interpretation in terms of
a two-point model is more problematic.

R E A L - D ATA I N V E R S I O N
In this section we use the same source–station configuration, discretized fault plane, crustal models and frequency range, as described in the preceding two sections. However, we now invert real
data, that is, full displacement waveforms of the Van earthquake.
The moment release at the source is examined in a 11-s long interval
starting at the reference time 10h:41m:20s (UTC), set a few seconds before the location-provided origin times reported by various
agencies (here formally denoted as time = 30 s).
Station 6503 was equipped with an old-style instrument (Table 1)
with no absolute time and limited low-frequency sensitivity. This
fact would normally suggest removal of this station. However, as
indicated in the synthetic tests, this station imposes an important
constraint on the source inversion. That is why we demonstrate
the real-data inversion both with and without 6503. The absolute
time problem was solved approximately by aligning the first-arrival
time of the unfiltered raw data with the absolute time predicted by
means of the hypocentre position. The poles and zeros of SMACH
sensor at station 6503 (GeoSIG manufacturer, personal communication, 2012) were used to perform the instrumental correction
down to 0.05 Hz; the acceleration response is non-constant already
below f ∼ 0.3 Hz. The other stations were processed without any
artificial time-shift and without any instrumental correction because

Figure 6. Real-data inversion of the Van earthquake. (a) Inversion using
iterative deconvolution (ID method) and all stations of Fig. 1. The asterisk
denotes the centroid. (b) The ID inversion without station 6503. (c) Inversion
using the NNLS method and all stations of Fig. 1. (d) The NNLS inversion
without station 6503. Panel (d) illustrates the multiplicity of the solutions
with the best fit (all models with VR = VRopt); for the association of the
early and late subevents, see Table 3 (25 + 13, 24 + 20, 25 + 20, 25 + 21,
32 + 21). The variance reduction appears in the top left corner of each panel.

the CMG-5T accelerographs operate with absolute time and their
response is flat down to zero frequency.
The real-data inversion results (Table 3 and Fig. 6) are reported analogously as the synthetic tests. We start by assuming
the crustal structure as described by Model 1. Table 3 starts with the
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single-point models, showing their low VRopt, hence indicating the
need of two-point models. Figs 6(a) and (b) demonstrate the twopoint ID interpretation, both with and without 6503, characterized
by VR = 0.43 and 0.48, respectively. The relatively low VR value is
common to inversions of complete waveforms up to relatively large
distances (120–220 km) and relatively high frequencies (0.15 Hz) if
the number of model parameters is low, if no artificial time-shifts
are employed and if the crustal model is not retrieved simultaneously with the source. The two ID models, obtained with and without
6503, have a common feature: they synchronously suggest a weaker
and delayed subevent located in the along-strike direction (towards
the southwest) with respect to the major one. On the other hand,
the relative size of the two sources strongly differs between the two
inversions.
Figs 6(c) and (d) show the two-point NNLS interpretation.
Colour-coded in the plots, and also given numerically in Table 3
as the subevent time at each participating point source, is the time
of the dominant moment-rate triangle. We again consider both situations, with and without station 6503. Their VRopt (0.46 and 0.50)
is slightly higher than in ID. Similarly to the synthetic test, the
VRopt solution without station 6503 is non-unique and the moment
ratios are poorly determined. Nevertheless, some of the best-fitting
NNLS solutions (i.e. the pairs X + Y = 25 + 13, 24 + 20, 25 + 20,
25 + 21, 32 + 21), obtained without 6503 are close to the solution found with 6503 (24 + 19). A very stable feature of the
inversion is the timing of the two NNLS subevents, always ∼4–5 s

later for the weaker subevent, which is shifted in the along-strike
direction.
The waveform match is shown for the NNLS inversion with station 6503 in Fig. 7; the record section is ordered with increasing
epicentral distance. Model 1 of the velocity distribution is employed.
Naturally, late arrivals are progressively slightly less well fitted as
the distance increases. However, in contrast to our experience with
other earthquakes, we also have problems with fitting the nearest
station (6503). The observed record at 6503 seems to have too small
amplitudes. The latter might be due to the already mentioned limited low-frequency sensitivity of the SMACH instrument. Besides
timing, this is another reason why we cannot easily prefer the results with station 6503, although this station theoretically imposes
an important constraint on the source model. For comparison with
the two-point NNLS model, Fig. 7 demonstrates also the best onepoint model. Insufficiency of that model is seen in the poor fit of
the Z-components at the stations 1302, 5601 and 4901, to mention
just a few.
To complement the analysis analogously as in synthetic tests,
we repeat the NNLS inversion in two alternative velocity models
(Table 3). Using Model 2, that is, the model with the lowvelocity channel, the inversion with station 6503 yields the same
VRopt = 0.50 as obtained with Model 1. Because we do not know
which of the two crustal models is more relevant to the studied region, we appreciate the fact that the best-fitting solutions display a
similarity between Models 1 and 2, namely as regards the positions
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Figure 7. Waveform match for the real-data inversion by the two-point NNLS method, including station 6503 (the couple 24 + 19, VR = 0.46). The observed
and synthetic seismograms are shown as black and red lines, respectively. For comparison, the synthetics calculated with the underparametrized single-point
NNLS method are shown as green lines (point 25, Vropt = 0.31).
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of the point-source couples and their timing (Table 3). The moment
ratio between the two subevents again remains highly uncertain. The
waveform match in Model 3 deteriorates (VRopt drops to 0.44), the
source positions change, but we can still observe a similarity with
Models 1 and 2 in terms of the source timing (∼5 s delay of the
along-strike shifted subevent).
An example of a possible alternative way of presenting the uncertainty of the two-point NNLS solution for velocity Model 1
is demonstrated in Fig. 8 (the inversion without 6503). Based on
Table 3, in which the best-fit solutions indicate the weaker source
at positions 13, 20 or 21, we fix one of these positions (20), and
present the NNLS inversion for couples 20 + X, where X samples
the whole fault. As seen in Fig. 8, the best two-point models 20 + X
are those in which X equals 17, 18, 24, 25 and 32. The total moment
with these couples varies between 3.8 and 4.7e19 Nm, while the
moment ratio is 1.4–1.5. All the preferred models are characterized by a similar timing, point X being in advance of point 20 by
3–4 s. The latter effect is demonstrated by plotting the moment-rate
source time functions for a selection of the 20 + X models in Fig. 9
(left-hand side).
Finally we examine in more detail the already mentioned singlepoint NNLS models. We use velocity Model 1 in the same frequency
range as with the two-point models (f < 0.15 Hz); see again Table 3.
We recall, as explained in the synthetic tests, that this is very different from the single-source inversion we made to obtain the centroid
close to point 18, using far regional stations and very low frequen-

cies (f < 0.001 Hz). Here, for f < 0.15 Hz, the single-point source
inversion is obviously an incomplete approximation. It is well documented by its lower VRopt compared to the two-point model, as
discussed. The optimum single source position is 25 and 17, in the
inversion with and without stations 6503, respectively. [These points
are the same as the major subevents of the ID method in Figs 6(a)
and (b), respectively. This is because the search of the first subevent
in ID is equivalent to the NNLS inversion with a single-point source
model, see the Appendix.]
Related to this incomplete single-point approximation at f <
0.15 Hz an interesting question emerges, whether the source time
function of this model could or could not indicate the temporal
duplicity of the Van earthquake. This question is positively and
unambiguously answered in Fig. 9 (right-hand side). In this figure,
we present the single-point inversion in velocity Model 1, without station 6503, and compare the NNLS-derived time functions
at five trial positions situated along a line of constant depth (positions 15–19). We find that the largest VR = 0.43 takes place
at point 17. The corresponding time function is single-peaked at
time ∼32 s, that is, no temporal complexity is indicated. The other
time functions, peaked at a time close to ∼32 s (or less) are those
of points 15 and 16 in the northeastern part of the fault. At the
opposite side of the fault, for example, at point 19, we find the timefunction peak at ∼36 s. Simply speaking, if the single point is near
to the earlier/later subevent, its time function is single-peaked at
an earlier/later time. However, position 18, close to the earthquake
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Figure 8. Uncertainty of the real-data inversion by the NNLS method. This is a collective representation of the two-point source models 20 + X, expressed
as a function of position X. (a) Schematic representation of a single model, comprising fixed position 20 and a variable position X with which we ‘scan’ the
fault. (b) Variance reduction (VR) of the individual models 20 + X, plotted at the corresponding X position. (c) Total moment, plotted at the corresponding X
position. (d) The moment ratio X/20.
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Figure 9. Samples of the source time function in selected models obtained by the NNLS inversion of the Van earthquake. Left-hand side: Time functions
calculated by the NNLS method in two-point models 20 + X, that is, combining the source point 20 with points X = 15, 16, . . . , 19. The contributions at t >
35 s are related to source point 20. Right-hand side: Time functions of the single-point source models X = 15, 16, . . . , 19, calculated in the same frequency
range as the two-point models. The variance reduction is marked in the left top corner of each panel. Black lines show the moment-rate function composed of
the 10-s triangles. For better visibility of the compositions, the time and relative amplitudes of the 10-s triangles are also formally represented by means of grey
bars (the amplitude scale of the bars is unimportant, hence not shown). For the source numbering and the centroid position (asterisk), see the bottom panel.
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Table 4. Possible two-point source models of Van earthquake.
Source model

Subevent/gridpoint

Lat. (◦ N)

Lon. (◦ E)

Depth (km)

Moment (1.0e20 Nm)

UTC (s)

SM1

1/24
2/19

38.7530
38.6898

43.4028
43.3135

15.00
11.06

0.178
0.177

10:41:22
10:41:25

SM2

1/25
2/20

38.7340
38.6707

43.3507
43.2615

15.00
11.06

0.235
0.152

10:41:23
10:41:28

C O N C LU S I O N
Although complex rupture processes are best investigated using
near-fault seismic stations, many moderate-to-large earthquakes
have their nearest usable stations in the near-regional distance range
and, as such, can only be modelled at relatively low frequencies.
This paper has been devoted to such a case study—the Mw 7.1 Van
earthquake, recorded on accelerographs at distances of 120–220 km,
and modelled at 0.05–0.15 Hz. For simplicity, the whole study is restricted to two-point source models, computing their position, scalar
seismic moment and time. The focal mechanism is assumed to be
known (our previous CMT inversion). Full waveforms are inverted
using two methods: the conventional ID and a new method, briefly
called NNLS. In the new method all possible pairs of point sources
covering the discretized fault plane are systematically examined,
and their time functions are simultaneously computed by the NNLS
inversion; a suite of well-fitting point-source couples is obtained,
providing an uncertainty assessment.
In the Introduction, we asked two questions, and now we formulate the answers, specific to the Van earthquake. The answers are
based on the results of the real-data inversion and synthetic tests
in which we have analysed various two-point source scenarios. Attention was also paid to effects of the limited knowledge of the
velocity model of the crust. Special emphasis was devoted to the
inclusion or removal of the station nearest to the fault (6503), which
is problematic due to technical reasons.
Question 1: Can the space and time separation between major
slip patches (e.g. ∼ 10–15 km, ∼ 3–5 s) be recognized? We have
proved on synthetic and real data in a given network that at frequencies 0.05–0.15 Hz (periods 6.6–20 s) the wavefield is sensitive to
interevent separations of the mentioned order. Correct recognition
of the space–time complexity depends on the source–station configuration and the inversion method used. If the source–station con-

figuration is favourable, the ID and NNLS methods perform equally
well. This is the situation of the studied network when station 6503
is included. However, technical problems at the station rather suggest its removal. If station 6503 is omitted, the solution becomes less
well constrained, and the (single) ID solution is biased. At the same
time the NNLS method provides a suite of solutions, which (based
on synthetic tests) might contain the correct solution—see Fig. 6(d).
Naturally, the success of the inversion depends also on the knowledge of the crustal model. If a few alternative velocity models are
available, common features of the solution help to identify robust
source parameters. The most stable features of the two-point source
models of the Van earthquake (Table 3) is the temporal delay; the
subevent shifted towards the southwest, that is, in the along-strike
direction, is delayed by 3–5 s with respect to the main subevent in
the central part of the fault. Their moment ratio is, however, much
less certain (Table 4).
Question 2: Can the source temporal complexity be detected without any finite fault model? To answer this question we have studied
single-point source models in the frequency range at which waveforms already do contain information about the source complexity. In other words, these are incomplete (or ‘underparametrized’)
NNLS source models, equivalent to the ID models of the first
subevent. We found that the spatial–temporal source complexity is
‘projected’ into the single-source temporal variation (Fig. 9, righthand side). If the single-point source position varies across the fault,
the moment-rate function peaks at time of the nearest slip patch.
The single-point source position providing the best information
about the temporal complexity is the position near the centroid; the
source complexity of the Van earthquake is then projected into the
single-point model as two moment-rate peaks.
Both answers are practically important in the initial stages of
the investigation of an earthquake when its source position is only
roughly known. They help in recognizing the source complexity
before starting the finite fault modelling.
The final models (Fig. 6 and Table 4) of the Van earthquake
basically agree with the finite-fault model of the USGS (Hayes
2011), which also indicated a possibility of a slightly (∼5 s) delayed
slip situated some ∼5–10 km southwest of the main slip patch.
Obviously, the USGS solution is less specific in the description of the
source complexity because it is based on teleseismic data. Mendoza
& Hartzell (2013) identified a larger along-strike extension of the
main slip region than Hayes (2011), so their finding is in better
agreement with our model. Much more specific as regards the space
complexity, and thus also closest to our result, is the interpretation
of the InSAR data by Elliott et al. (2013), who unambiguously
identified two main slip patches. However, their static data could
not resolve the temporal delay that we found to be an important and
very stable feature of the solution.
In simpler terms, the new inversion method (the two-point NNLS)
is a useful tool for simple source inversions preceding complex
multiparameter slip inversions. It is preferable to the traditional
ID: The NNLS inversion is not only less vulnerable to the poor
station coverage, but it also surpasses ID in providing the suites of
acceptable solutions, illustrating uncertainty of the solution.
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centroid, is different; its VR = 0.41 is ‘smaller’ than at the best-fit
point 17, but its time function in Fig. 9 (right-hand side) clearly
indicates two comparable maxima at ∼32 and ∼36 s. We can say
that the space–time complexity has been projected into the temporal complexity of the incomplete single-point approximation at the
gridpoint near the centroid.
To facilitate the possible use of the results by other researchers,
we have selected two source models and described them in geographical coordinates and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC;
Table 4). Source model SM1 was selected because it is the unique
best-fit NNLS solution with station 6503. Source model SM2 is
one of the (non-unique) best-fit NNLS solutions without stations
6503, containing the same source gridpoints as those in the ID
solution with 6503. UTC corresponds to the centres of the 10-s triangular moment-rate functions, dominant at the individual source
points. Recall, that the strike/dip/rake angles are 245◦ /52◦ /74◦ . Note
that although the results are formally presented with many decimal
digits, the robust features of the solutions (in the frequency range
0.05–0.15 Hz) are just the existence of two-point sources, whose
space and time separation is ∼10 km and ∼4 s.
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Two-point model of Van 2011 earthquake

known moment-rate tensor M and primitive function of the known
Green’s tensor spatial derivatives G:
u=

N


Mi ∗ Gi .

(A1)

i=1

Subscripts i = 1, 2, . . . N refer to the point sources. A vector
notation is used, that is, all subscripts relate solely to the point
sources, not to the vector and tensor components. Each momentrate tensor Mi is described by a unit tensor ai (at a space position
xi ), scalar moment mi and temporal variation T(t), the latter having
the same, prescribed functional form for each source, but differing
in its origin (or rupture) time, ti :
Mi = ai m i T (t − ti ).

(A2)

The objective is to find positions xi , origin times ti and focal
mechanisms (ai , mi ) of the N sources. The ID is an approach in
which the N sources are searched ‘successively’. In the first step,
the entire wavefield u is approximated exclusively by the first point
source.
u − M1 ∗ G1 = 0.

(A3)

The problem is solved in the least-squares sense, by minimizing the quantity u − M1 ∗ G1 2 , in order to find ai ; while xi
and ti are grid searched over a prescribed suite of trial source
position and origin times. The solution yields synthetics of the
first source s1 . These synthetics are subtracted from the entire
wavefield,
(u − s1 ) − M2 ∗ G2 = 0,

(A4)

and the second source is searched analogously to the first one. Complete (approximate) synthetic seismogram is a sum of the individual
point-source synthetics:
u∼
= s1 + s2 + . . . s N .

(A5)

NNLS inversion
The wavefield is supposed to be again a superposition of point
sources i = 1, 2, . . . N. However, the inverse problem is parametrized
in a different way:
Mi = ai

J




n ij D t − t ij .

(A6)

j=1

Each unit moment-rate tensor and its position is assumed to be
known, that is, ai (xi ) are prescribed. The temporal variation is specified in form of a superposition of J identical functions D(t), for
example, triangles, centred at prescribed equidistant temporal positions tj i . Non-negative coefficients nj i represent the weights of
the individual triangles. Inserting (A6) into (A1) and denoting the
collected terms by H:


(A7)
ai D(t − t ij ) ∗ Gi = H t − t ij
the relation between the wavefield and source is written as

A P P E N D I X : T H E O RY
u=
Iterative deconvolution
A known (measured) wavefield u is represented by a sum of point
source contributions, each one formed by convolution of the un-

J
N 




n ij H t − t ij .

(A8)

i=1 j=1

Here u and H are known functions, hence (A8) is a basis for inverting u into nj i . This is a linear inverse problem for N.J unknown
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coefficients nj i . These are determined ‘simultaneously’ by minimizing the following quantity:
2



J
N 




i
i

u −
n
H
t
−
t
(A9)
j
j 



i=1 j=1

by the NNLS method. Finally, using the coefficients n ij and function
D(t), scalar moments of the point sources are calculated. If the
positions xi are not known then (A9) is solved repeatedly to optimize
the minimization as regards the source positions. Any deterministicstochastic optimization method can be used. In this paper the NNLS
method is applied for N = 2, and the position of the source couples
is determined by systematic grid.
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